
 
 
 
HONDA RA273 1966/1967 
(PP-RB37) 
 
HISTORY 
The Honda RA273 made its debut at the end of the 1966 season, by running second in the Italian GP, 
before Ginther crashed it. Its V12 with 400 hp was up to 412 hp by 1967. It was bulky and heavy. 240kg 
over the formulas minimum weight of 500kg, before it took on a heavy fuel load for its thirsty engine. In 
1967 the Ford DFV with the same power, simplicity and low weight made it an uphill struggle for 
everyone else. 
 
COLOUR SCHEME 
Overall Mercedes Van White. Wheels either overall gold with black wash or inserts only black. Gold cam 
covers. 
 
Colour scheme for individual cars for numbers provided in kit. 
 
1966 
R.Ginther  Italy  Car No.18  ret 
   US  Car No.12  nc 
   Mexico Car No.12  4th 
R.Buckham  US  Car No.14  ret 
   Mexico Car No.14  8th 
 
1967 
J.Surtees  South Africa Car No.11  3rd 
   Monaco Car No.7  3rd 
   Dutch  Car No.7  3rd 
   Belgium Car No.7  3rd 
   British  Car No.7  3rd 
   German Car No.7  4th 
 
We didn't attempt to reproduce the rather untidy external pipework on the left hand side of the RA273's 
engine n our bodyshell so for you super detailers out there, if you would like to reproduce the pipes on 
your. We've found out that the plastic installation on the individual wires inside telephone cabling is about 
the correct size for the oil pipes. There's one pipe on the right hand side that isn't shown; it comes from the 
right of the oil cooler (behind the roll-over bar) and runs into the cockpit behind the driver's right 
shoulder. 
 
INSTRUCTIONS 

• Assemble your chassis and adjust for wheelbase, use the tags on the top to clamp tight, offer it up 
to the body to ensure clearance for axles, wheels and that the guide rotate fully. Scrub the body 
with liquid detergent and Scotchbrite. 

• Support fragile white metal components when removing flash and polish up with brass brush on 
Dremel, fit and Araldite to body. 

• Carefully trim windscreen and fit to the inner lip of the cockpit aperture. 
• File around the edges of wheel inserts to fit inside wheels. 
• After painting car add decals working from the bottom up. 
• Fix to chassis to body with screw at rear and at front through chassis adjustment hole. 


